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I	 CAT LIDAR WIND SHEAR STUDIES
1. INTRODUCTION
Three major commercial aircraft accidents occurring during Z.-h%
past several years, and linked by the National Transportation Safety
Board to wind shear, have demon=trated the serious threat this pheno-
rienon represents to safe aircraft operations in the terminal area.
TLese accidents were: Iberian Airlines DC10-30, Logan International
Airport, December 17, 1973 (accident occurred on landing) (1) ; Eastern
Airlines, B727-225, JFK International Airport, June 24, 1975 (accident
occurred on landing) (2) ; and C3ntinental Airlines B727-224, Stapleton
Airport, August 7, 1975 (accident occurred on takeoff)(3).
Remote ground-based sensing of wind field characteristics repre- 	 64
sents a possible solution to the wind shear hazard. Ground-based
equipment has the advantage over airborne equipment of (1) providing
information to general aviation aircraft for which airborne wind shear
avionics may be economically unfeasible and (2) alerting the pilot
prior to takeoff or prior to entry into hazardous shear (on landi,:g)
thus avoiding the hazard completely or allowing a timely go-around
maneuver.
CO 2 pulse Doppler LIDAR has been recognized as a viable candidate
for the remote ground bz-.sed detection of wind fields. As part of the
CAT system improvement studies, the application of the MS FC CAT LI"'-R
(and improved versions of this sensor) have been examined as passible
wind shear sensors.
The studies have considered the major meteorological factor;
fproducing wind shear, methods to define and classify wind shear in
terms significant from an aircraft perturbation standpoint, the signi-
ficance of sensor location and scan geometry on the detection and
measurement of wind q `_ear and the tradeoffs involved in sensor per-
formance such as ranee/velocity
 resolution, update frequency and data
averaging interval. This memo summarizes the study results.
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2. SHEAR PRODUCING WEATHER CONDITIONS
The three most significant weat.:._-r phenomena causing rszardous
wind shear are thunderstorms, frontal systems and low level temper-
ature inversions. The flow fields accompaning these phenonena are
character-
 zed in Figures 1, 2 and 3.
The gust fr)n* preceding a thunderstorm is characterized by high
M	 turbulence, strong updrafts and downdrafts and large shear producing
windshifts. Moreover, the gust front can precede the storm itself by
10 or more miles.
Frontal systems are dangerous to aircraft when they are moving at
speeds greater than 30 knots and have temperature differences across
the front of 100F or greater. Wind shifts occ l..rring across and along
the front<Il surface produce wind shear. Normally the most severe
shear from a cold front occurs just after frontal passage, conversely,
the shear created by a warm front occurs just prior to passage of the
front, (i.e., on the cooler side of the front in both cases). Warm
fronts are normally mu^.h shallower in slope than cold fronts. This
fact is discussed more completely in a later section, but essentially
it results in warm front shears being encountered with a vertical
change, in position (approximate horizontal striation of the air mass'
and cold front shear being encountered with a horizontal change in
position (approximate vertical striation of the air mass).
3. WIND SHEAR DEFINITION
In general, wind shear is a change in wind velocity with prs1ti.)n
or time. Since wind shear ;.s norm?lly measured by instrumented toners:
it -*Ls  commonly given as the ,`alige in horizontal wind speed occurring
over some height interval. From an aircraft performance standpoint
the concern is with the change in aircraft airspeed induced by changes
in the wind field occurring between points on the flight path. Thi.
is true whether the aircraft is landing, flying level or climbing
out as shown in Figure 4.
2.
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Ficure 4. Aircraft Related Shear.
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Compared to the component of wind along the flight path, the other
components are lesser ccncern to the pilot since they do not directly
affect airspeed. These are the cross wind component (causes lateral
i	 drift) and the v o rtical component (updraft/downdraft). The latter
are known to be ,r^vere in conjunction with major thunderstorm activity
and probably were significant in the Eastern crash at Kennedy Inter-
national Airpo ~A-(2).
If we assu.Te that the aircraft in Figure 4 is trimmed for un-
accelerated fli-'it at point one, and is unaccelerated by the wind
variation between points one and two; the airspeed change or wind
shear between points one and two is equal to the difference between
the vector wind at one and two projected along the flight path, AV f*
Fichtl (4) gives the following expression for A l i f:
A Vf = (pu -} pu') sin y cos e + 6V sin y sin a + Aw' cosy	 (1)
where
pu = u (z2) - u (z1)
Au ' = u, ( X 2 • y 2 • z 2 , t2 ) - u' (X1,y1.z1.t1)
6 v' = v' (X 2 , Y 2 # z 2 , t2 ) - v ' ( X l 0 y  z 1 p t I )
pw' = w/ (x2 , y2 , z 2 , t 2 ) 
- 
w ' (x l , y l , z 1 , t11
and	 u (z) = the r.-iean wind speed at height (z)
U ', v', IN are the x, y, z components of the turbulent velocity vector.
I	
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Equation (1) is the total wind change between points one and twc,
along the aircraft's flight path. As previously mentioned, wind shear
is normally expressed as the change in horizontal wind between two
different heights; in the air_ aft case (where the aircraft can be
flying level, climbing or descending) a more suitable measure is the
wind change, AV f , divided by either the time of flight between points
one and two or the distance along the flight path between points
one and two ;Ad) as Shown on Figure 4. In the former case the wind
shear wound be the wind change (or airspeed change induced by the
wind) expected pir unit time, while in the latter case, the shear
would be the wind change per unit distance along the flight path.
_ 	 ^ f
(Wc) t 	 ^-tl)
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o
S)	
f
d ^ )
For convenience of reporting, shears could be r:-ferenced to some
convenient value of time or distance, e.g., 1 min. or 1000 meters,
^V
( t 	 t - t )	 60 sec
2 1
^ Vf
	
5 d = ^ J7d )
1	
1000 n:
Eauations (3) are suaaested as aDurooriate indices for express-
ing wind shear magnitudes. They are particularly well suited to
being measured by glide slope scanning sensors.
The above wind shear indices are compared with the ICAO standard
wind shear categories in Table 1, for an aircraft landing along a
8.
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three degree glide slope at 125 kts (64.4m/sec). The ICAO wind
categories are related to the variation of the horizontal wind
in a 30 meter height interval.
Wind Shear Parameter
Height Related	 Aircraft Related
ICAO Category	 m / sec / 30m alt. 	 (717t, m / sec /60 sec (7m, d , m / sec / 1000 m
range
Light	 0 - 2.5	 0 - 16.9	 0-4.4
Moc.crate
	 L. 5 - 4.5	 16.9 - 30.4	 4.4 - 7.9
Strong	 •1. 5 - 6.0	 30. 4 - 40. L"	 7.9
	
10. 5
Severe	 >6.0	 > 40. 6	 > 10. 5
Table 1. Indices for Wind Shear Severity.
Describing shear in terms of the wind change that occurs over
some distance along the flight path or over some elapsed time appears
more suitable than using the ICAO standard approach. The shear so
described relates directly to aircraft performan.e changes and 1s
readily obtained from the output of a glide slope or quasi glide
slope sensor. The method is not as compatible with vertical probe
(VAD) type sensors, that generate information similar to tower
Vie glide path indices can be computed from vertical probr data pz •
-vided horizontal homogeneity of the wind field is assumed.
4. AIRCRAFT PERTURBATIONS DUE TO SHEAR
In order to assess aircraft glide slope excursions due to wind
shear without resorting to numerical integration of the aircraft
equations of motion a simplified model for computing these excursions
was derived.
The algorithm, which gives reasonable predictions for short
duration flight (10-15 sec maximum) in uniform shear, assumes that
9.
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the headwind/tailwind varies linearly over some altitude or eyuiva:pnt
glide slope distance.
The perturbations are computed along (s) and r.rmal (n) to the
glide slope as shown in Figure 5. The aircraft is flying at a velo-
city of Vac and is assumed to be trim ►ned for unaccelerated flight
along the glide slope. The perturbational acceleration (in) in a
direction normal to the glide slope experienced by an aircraft in
wind shear relative to an aircraft experiencing zero shear is given by:
.,1
a=	 1 C p S (ValZ(4)L	 SHEAR
	 `ENO SHEAR
where
	 g = the gravitIttional acceleration
w = the aircraft weight
C L = the aircraft lift coefficient
p = the atmospheric density
S = the aircraft reference area
V
aS1EAR	
= the aircraft airspeed in a wind shear environment
= the aircraft airspeed in a zero wind shear
`'NO 0-171 :AR	 environment
I
1	 ppt	 pG
Ii
'	 Figure 5. Perturbation Model Geometry.I
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In a wind shear that varies linearly with altitude or distance along a shallow
glide slope (typically -30), the aircraft airspeed vari-ttiun can be written:
f
V ' = V a	 _ V^ t	 (5)
S	 NS
where V ' is the rate of change of tailwind speed with time (dVw/dt)
Substituting Equation 5 into 4 and simpliiying
,.	 L, Vw 	 ^..
n	 K	 -	 t	 `— t	 (6)
aNS	 aNS
integrating
n	
L	
- l 
Vw	
t3 + s V	
t 4	 (^)
= g I^I	 3 ^'	 i.. ^
aN5	 aNS
For an aircraft trimmed for landinq L/W;, 1 and since the second
term in brackets is << the first term, Equation (7) can be simplified
to
n = K3 V-
N
`-	 tj	 (8)
ati
C! V
Furthermore, since V	 -	
•`	 d "
	 `lH	 and
^^•	 cTt— ds	 cwt
t
ds s V
j	 TF	 aNS
t
i
dV	 AV
^^	 ^.	 `"'
	
V^v -	 --	 VaNS	
,	 VaNS	 (9)
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Substituting Equation (9) into (8)
n a- g - I	 1 t
,
	 t- 10-15 sec
	 (10)
 (
Equation (10) is an approximate expression for the short term de-
parture of an aircraft above or below the glide slope, for a linear
chance in tailwind, expressed as the change in tailwind (AV w ) over
some distance (^.$) al ,ng the -'_ide slope. For the si gn convention
assured, AVw , is positive for an increase in tailwind (decrease in
headwind) and 1 • -e versa. Equation (10) has been used for assessing
critical glic', -..-)pe departures due to shear.
5. CO 2 DOPPLER LIDAR DEPLOYMENT ALTERNATIVES
CO 2 Doppler LIDAR systems for use at airports for wind shear
detection can be sub-divided into short and long range applications.
Short range applications _nc'ude the cpe.-at:on of CW Doppler LIDAR
in a VAD mode. For long ra­- applications pulse-Doppler systems
are applicable. Pulsed Dop^_cr LIDARS (of primary concern in this
memo) can be further sub-divided into glide slope or quasi glide
slope wind scanning systems and central airport wind shear surveillance
systems. A surveillance sensor would present data similar to a weather
radar, but presentin g wind Doppler information. Shear surveillance
data would be obtained by scanning continuously in azimuth or over a
Selected azimuth sector at a shallow Plel ►Atinn Angl,-.
6. SYSTEM MEASUREMENT TRADEOFFS
Involved in the design of a wind shear syst?m are questions
concerned with data averaging and (for pulsed systems) the choice of
a pulse lergth which gives a reasonable compromise betwetn system
velocity and range resolution.
A hypothetical glide slope wind measuring system mi ght consist
of an array of anemometers mounted on towers spaced evenly along the
aircraft flight path. yeolectinq_ _or the moment the impracticality
of such a system, data collected from the anemometers would represent
(	 i
1
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an average based upon some time interval. The time interval would be
chosen. a-, long as possible in the interest of smoothing noise, but
not so long as to disguise the minimum size wind variations of interest.
Also, the anemometer spacing would be chosen to include wind variation
wavelengths that significantly affect the aircraft flight path.
The tradeoffs for a LIDAR system scanning the glide slope are
conct^rnee with similar questions, choices of data in •.agration and
dveraging intervals as well as velocity and range resolution. A
LIDAR system looking up the Halide slope would be required to resolve
shear gusts (changes in wind along the aircraft path) that result in
significant aircraft departures from the glide slope.
Although incomplete at this time, some data does exist on the
history of maximum wind shears observed at particular stations.
Page 319 of Reference 5 contains applicable data including the effects
of averaging interval on the maximum recorded shear. This data present
ed in Figure 6 was assumed to be typical of what might be observed at
an airport.
For each interval the average shear listed can be interpreted
as the maximum avera.je shear over the interval. The prR4u t of this
maximum average shear and the averaging interval (At), 	 At, canw^-
be considered the maximum wind shear "gust impulse" that an aircraft
would experience in that time interval.
This data can be easily converted to the expected air speed
change if a homogeneous atmosphere is assumed and the glide slope
and aircraft speed are known. Furthermore, through the simplified
equation or predict:.ig aircraft perturbations in shear (Equaticr, 10)
the maximum aircraft glide slope departure as a function of averaging
interval can be determined. A mi_nimLm significant averaging interval
can then be defined.
7
Figure 7 presents the maximun, glide slope departure (from Equa-
tion 10), obtained as a function of averaging interval for the worst
shear data . r Figure 6.
An allowable aircraft glide slope departure was assumed to be a
112 scale deflection of the glide slope needle at a distance from
touchdown of
--
 112 nmi. Thi7, corresponds to a 19 ft. glide slope departure
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0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14
AVERAGE TIME-SEC
F igure 7. Maximum Glide Slope Departure vs.
Averag ing Time.
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or an averaging time of 5.1 seconds based on the data of Figure 7 .
This means that if an aircraft flying at 125 knots encounters the
maximum average shear measured in the data of Figure b for a 5.1
second interval, a glide slope departure of 19.1 feet will occur. If
the data is averaged over an interval greater than 5.1 seconds,
wind changes will be excluded that can produce departures of greater
than 19 feet. If data is averaged over an interval less than 5.1
seconds wind changes will be measured to a resolution greater than
the assumptions require.
In 5.1 seconds at 125 knots, an aircraft will travel 328 meters.
From Figure b the sensor must be capable of resolving a shear of 17.4
ft/sec/100 ft (altitude). Along a glide slope inclined at 3 degrees
this amounts to a wind shear of 3 m/sec in 328 meters (9.1 m/sec/1000
meters) .
At the CO 2 wavelength, a 2 psec pulse length corresponds to a
range resolution of 300 m and a velocity resolution of 2.65 m/sec. 	 01
Therefore, a pulse Doppler LIDAR (including the ►)resent CAT system)
operating at a pulse length of 2 ,sec is reasonably compatible with
the required resolution requirements. Processinc to improve velocity
resolution over the unprocessed 2.65 m/sec value wculd be desirable
to improve accuracy. Using a system with a shorter pulse and
matched filters would result in reduced signal-to-noise ratios as a
result of the smaller sample volume. It is desirable to utilize the
longest pulse consistent with the laser technology and the resolution
desired. It happens in this application that the technology and the
system requirements resolution coincide at approximately 2 psec.
To summarize, a preliminary analysis has shown that a CC p.^l:^
Doppler LIDAR operating in a glide slope mode must be capable of
resolving wind gust impulses of approximately 3 m/sec over a range
cell of 300 meter in ord:.!r to detect wind chan ges causing glide slope
departures equivalent to a 112 scale deflection of the glide slope
instrument at a distance 112 nmi from touchdown. Data may be averaged
for up to 5 seconds and still identify wind shear gusts to the re-
quired resolution.
No attempt was made to examine the processing required to extract
the change in wind or Doppler velocity within a resolution cell. One
lb.
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method would be to difference the mean Doppler froin adjacent reso-
lution cells. Likewise, within a resolution cell, it may be possible
to extract the change in Doppler based on knowledge of the mean and
hiqher data moments.
:: ­ ful
for a CO 2 p
the Doppler
function of
scan update
information concerning the applications and requirements
ulse Doppler LIDAR wind shear sensor can be obtained if
returns from realistic wind fields are examined as a
system parameters such as sensor location, scan geometry,
interval, etc.
To provide this insight,the returns measured by it sensor situ-
'	 -tted at the touchdown location and looking up the glide slope, as
we'.'_ as a sensor displaced from this location, but still looking in
the oeneral glide slope direction have been examinFa.
Two wind fields were selected. The first, shown in Figure 8-,
is representative of the thunderstorm gust front outflow model used
by the FAA in studies of aircraft perturbations due to shear. This
wind field is horizontally homogcnrous and stationary and, therefore,
wine characteristics are independent of horizontal position (x,y)
tiro and vary only with altitude (z). As pointed out by Fichti(4)
these conditions are rarely realized in the atmospheric boundary layer
because of significant variations in surface roughness and heat--
transfer properties in the horizontal.
The second model wind field was selected from Reference (6)
and represents the actual wind field measured in a plane defirie3 u,
an instrumented tower and the mean wind velocity during the pass,ige
of a thunderstorm front. The temporal variation of the three com-
ponents of wind measured at several heights along the tower were re-
corded and smoothed to produce two-dimensional contour plots of the
I-components of velocity, temperature and the streamline gecmetry.
'he temporal data was converted to spatial data using Taylor's hypo
thesis. This wind field data (case G of the reference) is shown in
'igure 9.
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STREAMLINE ANALYSIS
eo^	 1^	 o 0	 0
VERTICAL VELOCITY
POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE
WIND SPEE-0 PARALLEL TO FRONT
.
 :L \114 01 9	 —	 f - "4	 -to
RELATIVE WII:O SPEED. COMPONENT NORMAL TO FRONT
Figure 9. Temperature and Wind Stream Characteristics
Measured During Frontal Passage.
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The two model wind fields represented in Figures 8 and 9 were
used to analyze the Doppler velocity meaALred along the sensor line-
of-sight (LOS) as it was directed up the glide slope, and also as the
UjS was directed in the general glide slope direction, but with the
sensor displaced from the touchdown location in the down runway di-
rection. Doppler data was also examined for both sensor locations
when the beam was scanned laterally (windfield of Figure 8 'only).
For simplicity the sensor was kept aligned with the runway center-
line in all cases. The effects of laterally offsetting the sensor
from thf runway centerline by an amount meeting FAA installation
s t andards are expected to be small.
Figure ],0 was developed from the data of Figure 9 assuming a
glide slope angle of 3 degrees and an aircraft speed of 125 knots.
The fiqure compares the Doppler experienced by the aircraft as it
flies down the glide slope (heavy curve) with that measured by a
glideslope sensor located at the touchdown point and directed up the
glide slope. The four lighter curves represent the Doppler observed
by the sensor at zero time when the aircraft is at a distance of 7.5
kilometers from touchdown and at times of 1, 2 and 3 minutes.
For the, gust front examined, the tailwind observed by the air-
craft begins at a distance of 7500 m with a value of approximat`ly
18 m/sec, increases slightly at first to a value of 22 m/sec before
dropping sharply to a tailwind of 4 m/sec at touchdown. This varia-
tion in tailwind causes an initial drop in airspeed (increase in
tailwind), which would result in a drop below the glide slope, followed
by an increase in airspeed (decrease in tailwind) causinq a perl.)rtran^e
increase or a rise above the glide slope.
^-,e magnitude of the shear experienced is shown by the slope of the
shear magnitude scale in the lower right hand portion of the figure. As shown,
the perfoi-mancc increasing change in tail wind would be classified as a severe
shear by ICAO standards and would obviously precipitate a go-around maneuver.
.i
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The front in this particular case if moving at a speed of 11. d m /sec past
the sensor. The aircraft time of flight from A range of 7500 m to Unichduwn is
113 seconds. At zero time the doppler observed by the glide slope s ensor matches
the aircraft doppler for the first few thousand meters beginning at zero flight time.
Similarly, at l minute the sensor observed doppler is similar to the aircra tt ex-
perienced doppler near toxic hdown. At 2 minutes the front is beginning to move
past the sensor and at 3 minutes the sharp wind change associated with the front
has moved past the sensor.
Several points can be made based on the data of Figure 10. First,
a g lide slope sensor with zero minimmi range capability adequately
predicts the airspeed charges experienced by an aircraft flying the
ame slope in spite of temporal differences. Secondly, a surveillance
sensor scanning 3600 in azimuth and updating on the order of once each
minute would adequately track this particular front (frontal speed 	 f
11.8 mjsec) as it moved through the airport area.
t
Because of the finite minimum range time of the CAT and other
CO 2 pulse Doppler LIDARS (a ,.proximately 15 us for CAT), the second
!.ituation examined assumed the sensor to be displaced down the runway
by a distance of 2000 meters. The data for this case is shown in
Figure 11. i'
The sensor L:)S was directed to pass through the aircraft glide slope
at a point --iunediately above the middle marker as shown in the sketch
in the lower right hand corner of the figure. Note that rankle is
referenced to the touchdown location. Again the sensor adequately
predicts the airspeed changes along the glide slope. It should ^'-
observed that one reason the wind field is adequately measured by
the aisplaced sensor is that the wind field is vertically striated
(see lower curve o: Figure g). For a horizontally striated wind field: 	 j
as represented by the wind field of Figure 8, this is not true.
The horizontally homocieneou.: wind field depicted in Figure 8
was used to examine the Doppler characteristics measured by a glide
slope sensor located at touchdown and also displaced from touchdown
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as the beam was scanned in azimuth. A significant difference between
this wind field and that discussed earlier is that it is horizontally
homogeneous and therefore is striated in horizontal layers not dis-
similar to what might be expected from a thermal inversion and the
shallow slope of a warm front. (Note in Figure 8 the bulge in hori-
zontal wind at the 150 meter altitude region). This characteristic
of the wind field causes significant changes in the measured Doppler
as the sensor location is di_-^laced.
Fi^ • .'re 12 depicts the Doppler wind field obtained when the LIDAR
beam is scanned at an elevation of 3 degrees between + 45 degrees in
azimuth for a sensor at touchdown.
Figure 13 presents the same information for a sensor displaced
from the touchdown location by 1524 meters in the down runway
direction and, as indicated on the figure, scanned through a point on
the glideslope directly above the middle marker. For compatibility
with Figurel2 the sensor offset from touchdown (approximately 1524 m)
was subtracted from the range magnitude and the range of azimuth
angles was varied to encompass approximately the same physical area
as depicted in Figure 12.
Comparinq the two figures, the effects of ti,c ;ori zOipally
striated wind field causes the peak wind Doppler contour (12 m/sec)
to occur at different ranges and to be stretched in range. If the
atmosphere were truly homogeneous, this distortion could be processed
out. As previously mentioned, in the atmospheric bov:idary layer,
this is not often a correct assumption.
The difference between the two scans in terms of the wind Dopnl^,r
they predict for an aircraft flying_ down the glide slope is shown in
Figure 14. It is seen that the displaced sensor erroneously pr•adicts
the Doppler onset rate. This particular wind field, truly horize—ally
homogeneous, would be easily sensed by a conically scanner? vAD type
LIDAR system.
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The possibility of utilizing an adaptive glideslope
consisting of a system normally directed up the glideslop(
pe*-iodically scanned in azimuth was also examined. The pi
44,.1 ion of the adaptive system would be to provide detai 1 W.LJI..-
shear information along the approach path but a secondary capability
of warning of the approach of frontal systems from the side would
also be provided.
The adaptive glideslope system would be located just off the
runway at the runway midpoint. At this location both ends of the
runway could be scanned depending on the direction of use. The
nominal scan elevation angle would be directed to intersect the
glideslope at some nominal range similar to the sketch shown on
Figure 13.
The feasibility of an adaptive system depends upon the ability
to collect lateral information while performing the main function of
tracking the expected air speed changes along the approach path.
A typical scan history might provide a duty cycle of 80 per-
cent, ?..e. 80 percent of the time would be spent performing the
primary mission of providing glideslope data and z0 percent would
be spent in providing lateral (approaching windfield) information.
During the lateral mode a uniform azimuth scan rate at a fixed ele-
vation angle (r_rhaps the same angle as in the glideslope mode)
would be ,filized.
Figure 1$ presents the maximum angular scan rate po^;sihle as
a function of range for 12 inch and 18 inch aperture Lidars 'Vase-+
on lag angle considerations. The maximum scan rate for a 12 inch
aperture system is 25 deg/sec for a 10 kilometer range and 12.5
deg/sec for a 20 kilometer range. The time required to scar. 360 de-
grees in azimuth is 14.4 ser onds (10 km system). With an 80 percent
duty cycle this amounts to 57.6 seconds for tracking along the
o
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glideslope followed by a 14.4 second azimuth scan or a total time
of 72 seconds. For a 20 km system,, a total of 144 seconds is re-
quired with 28.8 being used for the aximuth sca p . Table 2 lists
the separation of sample points for various PRF values.
TABLE 2
Sample Separations
For Azimuthal Scan
PRF	 Annular Se,.aration (mrad
10 km 2 0 km
200 2.3 4.6
100 4.7 9.4
50 9.3 18.6
20 23.3 46.6
10 46.6 93.2
Linear Separation (m
10 km 20 km
23 92
47 188
93 372
233 932
466 1864
In order to predict the time of arrival of windshifts, frontal
systems must be tracked as they approach. This requires at least
three and preferably four looks at the frontal system during ap-
proach. Table 3 summarizes the number of looks possible as a
function of the cross runway approach spend of tha. stone. Notes.
that the number of looks is independent of the sensor range due
to a corresponding change in cycle time and maximum scan rate.
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Number of Stone Observations
:storm A proach Speed 	 Ntintbor of Looks (Scan Cycles)
(MI'11)
10	 30
20	 15
30	 10
40	 7
60	 5
'fable 3 shows that even for storms that approach at high speed,
the number of looks is adequate to track the storm during approach.
A drawback to the adaptive scan system is that it causes peri-
.Xiic interrupt:; to the windshear data .along the approach oath.
Based on the data of Figures 7 and H which show the doppler wind-
field changes as a function of time and the previous analysis con-
cerning lateral storm transport, the doppler windspeed versus range
measured by the sensor is not expected to vary considerably during
the 14.4 seconds spent performing the azimuth scan (10 km range rare) .
The adaptive scan system appears to be a reasonable approach
to providing coverage to both ends of a runway While simultant-ouSl.y
providing warning of frontal wind shifts approaching fr;xn a c.rosu
runway direction. A system with . ► maximum range capaollity of 141
kilometers provides an adequate number of looks for frontal systeivg
approaching even at hioli speeds. other than providing improvement
in velocity resolution, pulse reFetition frequency increases from
20 Hz to i00 11z are not expected to affect the results indicated.
1	 0.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
h
RAYTHEON I .—
A
A study of the application of a CAT type CO 2 pulse Doppler LIDAR
as a wino shear sensor has been examint.d. The study has shown that
the resolution characteristics of such a sensor operating at a pulse
length of 2 us are reasonably compatible with the minimum wind shear
gust measuring requirements predicted by available data. Such a
sensor could be applied to general wind field Doppler surveillance
by locating the sensor at the airport center and scanning in azimuth
out to maximum ranee., Adequate update capability is available with
a 12" aperture system. At a maximum rantle of 10 km the system can
update every 14 seconds, thus allowing the tracking of wind shear
storms through the airport area.
Other deployment alternatives include providing glide slope
wind Doppler information. In this case, the presant CAT sensor must
be displaced from the touchdown location by the minimum range capa-
bility rl the system (approximately 2250 meters). Data from such a
system would be in excellent agreement with actual aircraft experienced
Doppler provided the wind field is vcT , ically striated. In a hori-
zontally striated wind field the glide slope sensor could be used,
but would have to be scanned in elevation and ran ge to obtain wind
Doppler data along the actual glideslope. It should be noted that
in cases of horizontally homogeneous wind fields (low level inversion
and most warm fronts) the CW CO 2 Doppler LIDAR is also a viable se,- .—ir.
Future application of the pure glideslope sensor could lead to Fully
automated landing capability where the feedback of the LIPAR obt-1i!u..l
wind Doppler could be used in real time for insertion into the ajt.,-
pilot/autoland system. The latter could provide near all weather
capability and therefore only one runway (both ends) might be instru-
mented to service an entire airport thereby reducing the system cost.
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